Example 2

How to play

Players take turns by going clockwise around
the table. Each turn is made up of 3 steps.

1. Rolling and rerolling the dice

1. Abu’s last roll:
2 object and 21 beam power
2. Card is the last
specimen in the center.
But it is flipped.
3. Activating the Alien ability by
spending 1 spice and using 2 extra troops.
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Specimen in Abduction area (Example 1)

4. Abu can claim specimen for himself.
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Steal a specimen card from your opponent...

Example 1

... If you match the value of the beam power
dice and the icons on the specimen type dice.

The specimen has escaped, you can only take it
with a special alien ability, or action cards.
Can’t take or steal a specimen...

... Or when your specimen type dice faces don’t match,
your throw is bust. Return a specimen of your choice
and flip it face down. If unable, nothing happens.

3. Draw an Action card
Draw 1 Action card from the deck. You can
immediately play or equip the drawn card.
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f you have more than 4 cards; discard your hand
down to 4 action cards.
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All characters have their own
pecial ability, which activate once
during your turn, when three dice
show the same result.

hen your character is injured,  
you flip it over. Discard your
equipped action cards. Because
you are injured, you can’t use your
special ability. If you are injured
again; don’t flip the card back, but Flip when injured
you must discard equipped cards.
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Specimen is flipped face down (Example 2)

1. Leona rolled 2 Humans and 15 beam power.
CARD requires 17.
2. She uses 1 DNA to change
a 4 dice face to a 6 to take it.
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On your turn you roll all 6 dice. Then you can
reroll any or all of the dice, twice.

Dice kept on the reroll can be kept again or
rerolled on the second reroll.
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he game immediately ends when the last unflipped
specimen gets taken, is flipped, or gets destroyed.
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You can use DNA tokens to adjust the
face of 1 of your dice results.
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Remove specimen cards with beam power 21
from the game. (Or flip them over for a medium
fast game.)
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A game of Alien abductions

Story

18 Specimen cards

38 Action cards

6 Alien cards
DNA

pool

Winning the game

The goal is to get as many specimens as you
can for your Alien Zoo Museum. The game ends
when all specimens cards are taken by players
or have been flipped. All the specimen cards
have 1 to 4 victory points indicated by the
number of the satellite dish top right corner.
Abducting 3 or more of the same specimen type
will give 3 bonus victory points. The player with
the most victory points wins. 

When

it’s a draw, the player with the most
DNA-tokens wins. Still a draw? Who owns the
most specimen cards wins.

Discard

pile

Specimen cards

2 Specimen type dice

When you take a specimen card
4 Yellow Beam Power dice
 of the animal or human types,
20 DNA tokens
you may take the specified DNA
tokens. When you steal a
specimen card, you won’t get any
Abduction area (18 specimen cards)
DNA, that has already been
harvested by your opponent. DNA
gets replenished when a
Take when dice
specimen is placed back in the
total is 17
Abduction area.

Are you also tired of us always losing to the
humans? That for some reason all earthlings
always talk American and that they always
outsmart us at the last minute?

Then this is your chance to do something about
it! Join the Earth Abduction Project and fly your
saucer to earth to gather as many specimens
as possible and thus gain the key to success
and Earth Domination! Muhahahaha.
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on cards

Setup

If you have 3 cards or more of the same type, you
gain 3 additional victory points. Victory points are
indicated by the satellite dish on  
the top right corner of the card.
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When

Each player chooses a random Alien card, and
takes 1 DNA token. The player who most recently
watched a scifi movie begins, or throw dice to
decide first player.


a specimen card is flipped,
the specimen has escaped, you
can only take it with Action cards or
the ability of the one of the Aliens.

Action cards

Place the 18 specimen cards face up by type in
the Abduction area.
Humans:

Animals:

Objects:

Shuffle the Action cards and place them next to the
specimen cards in the center area. Place the DNA
tokens on the indicated specimen cards, place the
6 remaining tokens near the Abduction area.

You can equip 


max 2 cards

Turn over for “How to play”

Flipped


specimen

You can play Action cards at any
time, except for the Equip Action
cards. These can only be played
during your turn. You can equip 2
cards, if you want to add a third,
you must discard one of the
already equipped cards.

If

you can’t draw anymore cards,
shuffle the discard pile and draw.

